
Hope During Crisis and Beyond - Central PA
 

Many have contacted us to tell us that our messages have given them hope during this crisis!

 
Our ministry plan was born out of the worldwide COVID 19 pandemic. We have seen that the

people of Syria are responding to our basic streaming efforts.  One family told us that they

desperately needed our message of encouragement and joy. Our hope is to reach hundreds and

thousands of people throughout the Arabic-speaking world.

 

 

What do we need?   
 
Basically, we need a studio—cameras, lights, sound equipment, a computer with editing

capabilities and live streaming processing equipment.  

 

A first-rate studio will enable us to deliver quality programming to Al-Karma Satellite TV in

California, who has asked us to provide such. Other satellite stations, including Set 7 and ABN

(Aramaic Podcasting Network), have also shown interest in streaming our productions to their

viewers. This provides the potential of impacting  Arabic-speaking people in the Middle East,

Europe and North America—literally millions of people.

 

 

What funds are required? 
 
We are budgeting approximately $26,000 for this phase of the project. We are hoping to have the

studio up and running in the next two months as we will be hosting a conference in August and

hope to use this studio as the central production vehicle. Please consider joining us in prayerful

and financial support of this effort to expand our reach among Arabic speaking peoples

throughout the world.

 

P R O J E C T S 



Audio/Video Equipment - $13,300

Editing Station and Software - $3,600

Filming Set -$1,300

Misc. Costs - $500

Labor (approx. 300 hours) - $7,500

Budget Breakdown
 

This project will require investment in several cameras and video equipment, new lighting and set

pieces for the studio, a computer and software for editing the video and audio content, as well as

labor and other technical costs that may arise in the process.

 

 

When can we start?
 

We have already begun designing and outfitting the studio. We will begin procuring the

equipment as funding allows, and we will set up the studio and begin production within three

months. By the end of our four-month plan, we will be distributing the content through available

channels.

 

Objectives
 

We have seen from our current opportunities to simulcast conferences and share podcasts that

people will listen and respond to these communication pieces. Our goal is to develop new

contacts with people who are interested in the Gospel so that they may come to faith in Christ and

receive biblical teaching through media. 

 

How can you help?
 

Be a part of this opportunity to share the Gospel with the Arabic-speaking world through live

streams and recorded video. This is a project that could change innumerable lives and help foster

new, Christ-centered relationships in Central Pennsylvania and beyond. Please pray next steps in

this project and visit us.worldteam.org/give to financially support this ministry!

innpamedia.everydayhero.do
us.worldteam.org/give

1431 Stuckert Rd

Warrington, PA 18976

800.967.7109

 


